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John Fowler purchased the Lodge in the 1940s, bringing it back to life after the deprivations of war. Upon his
death in 1977, Fowler left the Lodge to the National Trust, and Haslam has leased it since 1978.
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And what do their own living spaces say about these influential designers? The FT’s Alexander Gilmour visits
the home of leading interior designer Nicky Haslam.
As is Nicky Haslam's tale, so is his life. It is the quality, not the longevity, that matters in the end. Share or
comment on this article: Nicky Haslam goes from celebrity interior designer to ...
Designer Nicky Haslam strolls into his mod white studio on London’s Pavilion Road, a converted mews street
where horses were once kept behind a grand Victorian apartment block.
Nicky Haslam: A Designer's Life September 2019 Author: Nicky HaslamBrand: RizzoliFeatures: RizzoliISBN:
0847845095Number Of Pages: 288Release Date: 2015-03-03Details: The enduring appeal of English-style
interiors from the current master of the genre.
In A Designer’s Life: An Archive or Inspired Design and Decor, Nicky Haslam has delved into his scrapbooks
and design archive to share the key moments in his career and the myriad of inspirations for his decorating style,
glamorous designs and creative ingenuity, all brought to life by his amusing anecdotes and astute observations.
"English born vivant Nicky Haslam is most definitely a decorator of the highest order, and this book, Nicky
Haslam: A Designer's Life, is proof. But erudite Haslam is also an engaging performer and recording artist,
known for his literary and artistic pursuits as well . . .
In the early 1980s, Haslam owned and operated the Nicholas Haslam Showroom on Holbein Place, London,
together with his then-partner, Paolo Moschino. When the pair split in 1995, Haslam took control of NH Design
as the interior design side of the business, with Moschino taking ownership of the Nicholas Haslam shop. The
two businesses today operate separately.
"English born vivant Nicky Haslam is most definitely a decorator of the highest order, and this book, Nicky
Haslam: A Designer's Life, is proof. But erudite Haslam is also an engaging performer and recording artist,
known for his literary and artistic pursuits as well . . .
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